In this paper, a subjective and objective fuzzy-based Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) model is proposed. The model which is based on a newly defined evaluation matrix replaces the fuzzy comparison matrix (FCM) in the traditional fuzzy AHP model, which has been found ineffective and time-consuming when criteria/alternatives are increased. The main advantage of the new model is that it is straightforward and completely eliminates the repetitive adjustment of data that is common with the FCM in traditional AHP model. The model reduces the complete dependency on human judgment in prioritization assessment since the weights values are solved automatically using the evaluation matrix and the modified priority weight formula in the proposed model. By virtue of a numerical case study, the model is successfully applied in the determination of the implementation priorities of lean practices for a product development environment and compared with similar computational methods in the literature.
Introduction
Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) is a sub-discipline of operation research, and it is concerned with problems of prioritizing, screening, ranking or selecting of multiple conflicting criteria/alternative(s) from among a finite set of candidates (Braglia1 et al., 2003) . Many of our everyday decisionmaking problems involve the consideration of multiple criteria or attributes. Also corporate decisionmaking, which often involves a complex decision process in which fuzzy conditions and requirements have to be considered and accounted for, rarely involves a single criterion (Leonardi, 2016; Roszkowska, 2013) . A typical MCDM problem can be represented using the following notations (Hwang & Yoon 1981) ;
, , … , : a discrete or continuous set of m possible alternatives. , , … , : a set of n attributes that are objective and additively independent.
, , … , : the vector with attribute weights where ∑ 1, ⩾ 0 ∀j. while;
: is the decision matrix where is the consequence with a numerical value for alternative i with respect to attribute j, i=1,…,m, j=1,…,n. Every element in the decision matrix B is expected to be an objective value that is between the range 0 and 1. This is mainly to ensure all the attributes in matrix to have the same range of measurement. To achieve this, elements in the matrix are normalized into a corresponding element in matrix using the following formulas;
, i=1,…,m, j=1,…,n, for benefit attributes,
, i=1,…,m, j=1,…,n, for cost attributes (2) max , , … . , (3) min , , … . ,
The Decision Maker(s) (DM) will then choose the most preferred alternative X * from the set X, X * ∈X.
In applying MCDM methods, several computational steps are followed before the right or optimum criteria/alternative is determined. The accuracy of the multiple criteria analysis results is said to be largely influenced by the values of the criteria weights applied (GINEVIČIUS, 2011) . The assessment and obtaining of the relative importance weights of the different criteria hence remains one of the most important and crucial tasks in the implementation of MCDM method for the selection, prioritization, and screening of alternatives. Although, the criteria weights don't have clear economic significance, however, they are capable of influencing the results as well as the decision made using the MCDM analysis methods (Til et al., 2014) . Several different methods and approach have been proposed and applied in literature for the determination of criteria weights, details of some of the methods have been briefly discussed in section 2.
In this paper, however, we are proposing a subjective and objective fuzzy-based Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) model by extending the Fuzzy Matrix in the AHP model in (Kong & Liu, 2005) and the priority weight formula in (Nurnadiah & Lazim, 2012) . To address the fuzzy comparison matrix (FCM) which has been found ineffective and time-consuming when criteria/alternatives are increased (Kong & Liu, 2005) in traditional AHP model and to account for the experience and expertise of the assessors (experts) which are not considered in the traditional AHP model. Where, this extension is hoped to bring about a balance in the collected data and to eliminate experts bias, which normally results in data inconsistency and the need for data adjustments and consistency check that common with traditional fuzzy AHP models (Aly & Vrana, 2008) .
AHP model is a structured technique used for organizing and analyzing complex decisions, based on mathematics and psychology (Christopher & John, 2014) . Its theory is based on measurements which rely on pairwise comparisons of experts judgments to derive priority scales and then optimum decision. The main purpose of proposing this extension is to provide a criteria weight assessment method that is both subjective and objective and able to address data inconsistency, data adjustments in the traditional fuzzy AHP that have been found to be time-consuming and to account for the experience and expertise of the assessors (experts) which are not considered in traditional AHP model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; in Section 2, criteria weight assessment methods are briefly reviewed. Section 3 presents, a review of the traditional fuzzy AHP model and the extension that have introduced. Application of the proposed subjective and objective fuzzy-based AHP model is presented in Section 4 and finally, some concluding remarks and future direction are given in Section 5.
Criteria weight assessment methods
The determination and aggregation of the criteria weights, which are used for comparing alternatives, remains one of the most difficult tasks in the implementation of multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods (Kao, 2010) . Several different methods and approaches have been proposed and applied in literature and these methods and approaches can be classified as either subjective, objective or both depending on the information provided. Prominent among the subjective approach includes; the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytical Network Process (ANP) which are both based on the pairwise comparison, however, their drawbacks have been detailed in (Oguztimur, 2011) , other methods includes Delphi method (Ishikawa et al., 1993) , simple additive weighting method (Hwang & Yoon, 1981) etc. The application of subjective approaches for the determination of criteria weights is usually based on preference information of the criteria, and on the fact that all the DMs clearly understand the interpretation of the criteria weights. However, this is rarely the case in most real case studies.
In the objective approach, the criteria weights are determined through mathematical calculation using objective information in a decision matrix. Among the prominent objective weight approach includes; Standard Deviation weight method (Baruah & K, 1999 ), Shannon's entropy weight method (Chaghooshi, et al., 2012) which are some referred to as a subjective and objective method, and finally the objective and subjective weight method (Ma, Fan, & Huang, 1999) . In this study, we aimed to presents a reliable, easy and straightforward approach for determining criteria weight by using both subjective and objective factors in forming a fuzzy-based AHP model for solving selection, prioritization, and decision-making problems.
Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (Fuzzy-AHP)
Fuzzy AHP is a systematic and excellent multi-criteria decision-making tool for solving both quantitative and qualitative problems in which its information are vague, inconsistent and sometimes fuzzy. The fuzzy AHP model is unique for its ability to deal with such fuzziness and vagueness of linguistic judgments by establishing an effective prioritization. The fuzzy AHP method was borne out of the inability of the traditional AHP to deal with imprecision and subjectiveness in the pair-wise comparison process (Aikhuele et al., 2014; Wang & Chin, 2011) .
There are different approaches to solving the fuzzy AHP-based model. The main characteristics of these approaches, their advantages, and disadvantages with their several points of view have been reviewed by Kahraman et al. (2004) . However, among the approaches that have found prominent application in the literature include Chang's extent analysis and the row geometric mean method. The main philosophy behind this theory and approaches are expressed and supported with real case applications in (Chang, 1996; Parmar & Bhoi, 2015) , here the triangular fuzzy numbers are used for the fuzzy AHP pairwise comparison scale, while the extent analysis method is used for calculating the synthetic extent values of the pairwise comparisons. Other approaches not mention in (Kahraman et al., 2004) includes, the Saaty's evaluation approach which uses the principal eigenvector of pairwise comparison matrix which is derived from the scaling ratio used for finding comparative weight among the criteria (Kong & Liu, 2005; Saaty, 2008) , and the fuzzy AHP row arithmetic mean method for fuzzy weight evaluation which uses fuzzified and defuzzified approach to obtain the priority weight.
Although the fuzzy AHP row geometric mean method, fuzzy AHP row arithmetic mean method and Chang's extent analysis appear relatively easy to compute as compared to other fuzzy AHP approaches that have been proposed. However, they often become limited when the number of criteria or alternatives in the hierarchy increases, meaning more and more comparisons are then required between the criteria or alternatives and this normally cause confusion even to AHP experts due to the excess of questions arising from criteria or alternatives. In most cases, this excess of questions may reduce the efficiency of the model altogether as well as the introduction of erroneous data. So to correct this drawback, consistency check are normally performed for the pair-wise comparison matrix and when these inconsistencies persist, the elements in the matrixes are adjusted and consistency check carries out again, and again until the matrix is consistent.
This consistency check approach, however, has been found to be time-consuming (Ramik, 2009) . Hence, in the effort to solve the time related issue, some few researchers has extended and modify the original Saaty's comparison matrix to suit their particular problem and research aim, among them we can mention Ramik (2009) , who presented a pair-wise comparison matrix (PCM) with a triangular fuzzy element which uses logarithmic least squares for eliciting associated weights. Turan (2013) presented a pair-wise comparison matrix (PCM) for computing priorities criteria elements in the evaluation of product design at the early stage of product development. Although each of the comparison matrix described in these literature offers their own contributions to reducing the adjustment time, however, none considered, the need to remove such inconsistency in the matrix and data provide by the engaged experts from the start, which actually is the main reason for the repeated consistency check and adjustment. This is important, most especially for AHP evaluation procedure that doesn't use the Saaty's eigenvalue method (EVM), in which consistency checks are not possible. The proposed extension to the fuzzy AHP model in this study is aimed at solving this issue. The extension has been described in details in section 3.1; meanwhile, the stepwise procedure for computing the traditional fuzzy AHP is given below.
Step 1. Determine the degree of the importance of each criterion
Step 2. Construct the hierarchical framework
Step 3. Design the fuzzy comparison matrix
Step 4. Calculate the arithmetic mean weight for each of the criteria and alternatives
Step 5. Finally, calculate the fuzzy priority weight.
Subjective and objective fuzzy AHP model
Considering the drawback in the fuzzy AHP model as stated above, this study intends to address this issue by extending and improving the evaluation matrix and the priority weight formula in the fuzzy AHP model originally proposed in (Kong & Liu, 2005; Ramik, 2009; Turan, 2013) by employing both a subjective and objective factors/approach for implementing the fuzzy AHP model. In replacing the FCM/PCM in the traditional AHP model with the new evaluation matrix, first a new expert's weighing scale is introduced which is used in balancing and reducing bias in the assessment values given by the experts and a new criteria rating scale (i.e. a Membership rating scale) in place of the traditional Saaty scale and pairwise equation (see equation 5) which often requires a lot of adjustment and too many comparisons when the criteria increases. Details of the full extension are given below.
Membership rating scale
The new membership rating scale is based on the fuzzy set theory and is an extension of the fuzzy Likert scale in (Li, 2010) and is designed in such a way that it allows the assessors (experts) to choose from a range of values, as such allowing them to have or express partial agreement to a response, where the partial agreement between any two linguistic terms takes the form of a decimal number (membership scale), while the agreement level of responses in the scale is approximated to a decimal place. The membership rating scale is designed to address problems resulting from information distortion and information lost due to the closed-form scaling and the ordinal nature that exist in the traditional Likert scale as well as in the Saaty's scale. The new scale is shown in Table 1 .
Table 1
Membership rating scale
Experts weighing scale
In order to control spurious influence of the expert's bias that may arise in the course of rating the alternatives/criteria, the experts are assigned a weight ( ) according to the level of their expertise and experience. This is important, considering the differences in level of experience and expertise of the experts as it relates to the lean practice in the product development. The expert weighting scale is shown in Table 2 . 
The Proposed Evaluation Matrix
The new evaluation matrix has been introduced as a replacement for the FCM in the traditional AHP model. The new matrix which is an extension of evaluation matrix in the fuzzy AHP model in (Kong & Liu, 2005; Ramik, 2009; Turan, 2013 ) is implemented using both subjective and objective approach. The subjective aspect of the evaluation is the part where the data are collected from experts in the field, while the objective part is the final weight calculation using the evaluation matrix and the priority weight formula. The subjective aspect is designed in such a way that inconsistency, distortion, and loss of information in the data provide by the experts are taken care of from the start even before the analysis, using the membership scale and experts weighing scale. The data and information given by the experts are aggregated using the Ordered Weighted Geometric (OWG) operator originally proposed by Chiclana et al. (2002) . The OWG operator is defined as; where , , … , is a collection of non-negative real numbers, is the ith largest element of the collection of , , … , , while is the weight vector of the experts.
The aggregated values from the computation of the OWG operation ( are inputted into the evaluation matrix and then to the modified priority weight formula in fuzzy AHP model for determining the final weight of the alternatives. The new evaluation matrix is shown in Eqs. (7-8) below. The matrix which represents the objective aspect of the model can be said different from the traditional and modified FCM/PCM in (Kong & Liu, 2005; Ramik, 2009; Turan, 2013) for the following reasons;
(1) The experience and expertise of the assessors (experts) are considered in the analysis; the collected data are balance, with no bias which could result in a reduction in data inconsistency which is one of the main reasons for the continuous adjustments and the consistency check in the traditional fuzzy AHP.
(2) The data collected are based on membership scale, meaning the experts are allowed to have a partial agreement to a response or question and they can choose the answers from a range of data (interval), (3) The diagonal of the matrix is 0.5 unlike the traditional Satty's PCM that is 1, although this value has no direct effect on the computation, (4) The framework of the new fuzzy-based AHP model is based on both subjective and objective factors, (5) The evaluation matrix in fuzzy AHP model is flexible, easy and the computation process is straightforward as compared to the other reviewed methods and finally.
(6) The objective aspect of determining the weight automatically using the mathematical model makes the result more reliable.
(7) It uses the OWG operator for aggregating the experts' opinion and judgments. 
where is the degree of importance of a particular criterion.
The membership rating scale is valid only if the values in computation fall within the range [0, 1]. According to Stirn and Grošelj (2010) . 'If the comparison matrices of all Experts are of acceptable consistency, then the aggregated comparison matrix (weighted geometric mean and arithmetic mean) is also of acceptable consistency'.
Proof:
We can prove the equation 7 & 8 by mathematical induction and the similar proof method can be referred to (Avicnnasis, 2011; Prasolov, 1994) .
Modified priority weight
In calculating the priority weight, the arithmetic row means method has been utilized, where this is due to the small number of Experts (E) (less than 50) engaged in the study (Wu et al., 1998) . The arithmetic mean matrix for the criteria (lean practices) weight evaluation is based on the integrated row arithmetic mean average weight method originally proposed by Nurnadiah & Lazim, (2012) , where it have been extended by incorporating the evaluation matrix into the equation (i.e. summing the values in each row of the evaluation matrix). The new row arithmetic mean equation is given in Eq. (10) below, where E represents the number of Experts engaged in the assessment.
(10)
Finally, the fuzzy priority weight for the criteria or alternatives is calculated using Eq. (10).
Algorithm of the Proposed subjective and objective fuzzy-based AHP model
Step 1. Determine the degree of the importance of each criterion from each of the experts using the Membership rating scale and then aggregate the information with their different weight values using the OWG operator.
Step 3. Input the aggregated experts comprehensive values in the evaluation matrix
Step 4. Calculate the arithmetic mean weight for each of the criterion using values from the evaluation matrix Step 5. Finally, calculate the fuzzy priority weight.
Case Application of the Proposed Model
In this section, a numerical application of the proposed subjective and objective fuzzy AHP model is presented for determining and prioritizing lean practices in a product development environment with the view to maximizing product value, product quality as well as minimize the development time and cost. The hierarchical framework for the evaluation has been presented in figure 1.
In collecting empirical information and data for determining the implementation priorities of the lean practices, first an initial assessment was done using data and information collected from academic experts, where the information was used in screening the lean practices to seven (7) as shown in Table 3 , while for the final evaluation, the data were collected from a group of twelve (12) industrial experts in an automotive related company in Malaysia using the membership rating scale. The evaluating experts which comprise of Designer Engineers/Managers, Product Development Engineers/Managers, Sales Coordinators and Lean practitioner were drawn from three (3) units in the company (i.e. Design Engineering Unit, R&D unit, and Sales/OEM customers unit) and from the management team. The justification for using the small number of expert's opinions in this study is based on the fact that a "good research comes from asking the right question of the right person". Hence, the study has concentrated on getting information and opinions from experts and practitioners in the field. Table 3 Lean practices in Product development and their literature support
Lean product development practices Literature support (1)
Set-based concurrent engineering (Aikhuele & Turan, 2016b; Al-ashaab, et al., 2013) (2) Strong project manager Al-Ashaab et al., 2015; Khan & Al-Ashaab, 2013) .
Cross-functional teams (Aikhuele & Turan, 2016a; Kim & Kang, 2008) (4) Supplier integration (Echtelt & Wynstra, 2001; Petersen, Handfield, & Ragatz, 2003 
) (5)
Knowledge-based engineering, (Khan & Al-Ashaab, 2013; Stenholm, et al., 2015 ) (6) Modularity (Chen & Tan, 1994; Harland & Uddin, 2014; Pugh, 1996) (7) Visual management (Carulli, Bordegoni, & Cugini, 2013; Jurado, 2012; Parry & Turner, 2006) Following the algorithm in Section 3.2, in Step 1; the degree of the importance of each criterion (lean practice) from the expert's ratings are aggregated using the OWG operator to form the expert's comprehensive values. The result of the experts' ratings and their corresponding aggregation is shown in Table 4 . In step 3, the expert's comprehensive values are inputted into the evaluation matrix and the computational result is shown in Table 5 . A1 ( The next step starts with the computation of the arithmetic mean matrix for the weight associated with the lean practices using the modified arithmetic mean weight Eq. (10). Details of the computation are given below, while the final computational result for the modified arithmetic mean weight equation is given Table 6 .
Calculation of the Arithmetic mean for the weight of the lean practices; Similarly, the Arithmetic mean for the other lean practices Finally, the priority weight for each of the lean practice is calculated using the Eq. (11). Details of the computation are given below, while the final computational result for the final fuzzy priority weight is given Table 7 . Similarly, the Priority weight for the other lean practices is calculated, 
Comparison and discussion
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed subjective and objective fuzzy AHP model for the determination and prioritization of lean practices in a product development environment, we have compare the results of the above case study using some similar computational approaches including the Fuzzy Delphi Method proposed in (Ho & Wang, 2008) , and the fuzzy AHP model proposed in (Kong & Liu 2005) . The final ranking results for the different approaches have been presented in Table  8 . The rankings show that the different computational approaches are almost in agreement with our proposed approach. Hence, the study can conclude that the model is effective, feasible and rational. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a subjective and objective fuzzy AHP based model for the determination and prioritization of lean practices in a product development environment. In extending the fuzzy AHP model, a new evaluation matrix was developed to replace the traditional FCM, that have been found to be ineffective and time-consuming due to the repetitive adjustment of data when more criteria or alternatives are considered. The model which is based on a subjective and objective factors/approach can be said to have the following advantages;
(1) Using the subjective and objective fuzzy AHP based model can help in reducing the complete dependency on human judgment, and since the weights are solved automatically using the evaluation matrix and the modified priority weight formula. (2) The experience and expertise of the assessors (experts) are considered and accounted for in the model; thereby striking a balance in the data collected and the prevention of expert's bias which could normally cause a sharp reduction in data inconsistency.
(3) The data collected are based on membership scale, meaning the experts are allowed to have a partial agreement to a response or question and they can choose the answers from a range of data (interval), (4) The proposed model is flexible, easy and the computation process is straightforward as compared to the other reviewed methods and finally. (5) The objective aspect of determining the weight automatically using the mathematical model makes the result more reliable.
In demonstrating the effectiveness of the model, the subjective and objective fuzzy-based AHP model has been compared with some similar computational approaches including the Fuzzy Delphi Method proposed in (Ho & Wang, 2008) , and the fuzzy AHP model proposed in (Kong & Liu 2005) . The result from the case study and analysis shows that, set-based concurrent engineering has the highest priority weight of 0.171, follow by Supplier integration and Cross-functional teams etc. the ranking order of the lean practices as determined are based on their ability to maximize product value, product quality as well as minimize product development time and cost.
Finally, we believe the understanding of the implementation priority of the lean practices from this study will serve as an advisory system and method for product development and manufacturing companies planning to evaluate their current practices and in the allocation of reasonable resources and efforts to maximize their product value, product quality as well as minimize their product development time and cost. In the future, the proposed model will be applied in other areas of industrial engineering.
